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MISSION 
 
LINEAGE 
3555 Pilot Training Wing (Basic) Aug 1948 
3555 Combat Crew Training Wing 
Redesignated 3555 Flying Training Wing (Advanced Interceptor), 1 Aug 1958 
 
STATIONS 
Perrin AFB, TX 
 
ASSIGNMENTS 
 
WEAPON SYSTEMS 
F-86 
 
COMMANDERS 
Col Thomas B. Whitehouse 
Col John M. Thacker, #1959 
 
HONORS 
Service Streamers 
 
Campaign Streamers 
 
Armed Forces Expeditionary Streamers 
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The wing emblem identifies the mission and scope of the 3555 Combat Crew Training Wing. 
Blue Shield  
Red Aircraft 
Yellow Lightning Flash  
White Burst and Beam 
 
MOTTO 
 
NICKNAME 
 
OPERATIONS  
As the nation's only one-man all rocket-firing aircraft, the F-86D is the Interceptor version of the 
famed Sabre Jet, which has amassed an enviable record in combat with the enemy. 
 
But it also created a training problem that really tested the ingenuity of American electronic 
engineers. The F-86D having room for only one man, the problem thus became: how to safely 
train men to fly an aircraft without the instructor flying with the student? 
 
The answer is the Engineering Research Corporation's F-86D Flight Simulator—the Flightronic. 



This 22,000 pound electronic trainer simulates—on the ground—the flight of the F-86D in the 
air, recording with relentless accuracy all of the mistakes made by student pilots; mistakes, it 
should be added, that, in many cases, would be fatal had they been committed in actual flight 
rather than in the secure safety of the land-locked "Simulator." 
 
Thus, F-86D pilots training at Perrin "shoot down" enemy planes without actually seeing them 
or leaving the ground. The Flightronic, first all-weather Simulator delivered to the Air Force, 
actually simulates the flight of two planes — the one being flown and the approaching enemy. 
Thus, the Perrin trainee learns, not only in-flight procedures of how to handle the plane prior to 
training flights, but also how to "bag" an enemy plane as it approaches him at the speed of 
sound. 
 
The instructor can put the trainee-pilot through every imaginable set of emergency 
circumstances with the confident knowledge that his student can make mistakes that would 
prove fatal in actual flight, yet live to learn better. 
 
Work on the Simulator began when the first experimental models of the new Sabre Jets were 
being designed. As engineering changes were made in the plane, they were also incorporated in 
the Simulator, thus assuring an exact duplicate of the F-86D. Design of the Simulator followed 
that of the plane so closely that in one instance, a vibration that showed up in the plane, also 
appeared in the Simulator. An engineering change that corrected the condition in the plane 
likewise corrected it in the Simulator. 
 
 
 
The 4780th Aerospace Defense Wing was the last operational wing assigned to Perrin and was 
established when Aerospace Defense Command took command of the Base. The wing absorbed 
the personnel and facilities of Air Training Command's 3555th Flying Training Wing. As an added 
mission, the Aerospace Defense Command's Life Support School was established on nearby 
Lake Texoma, The school gave life support and ejection seat training to aircrews flying 
Aerospace Defense Command aircraft and to Air National Guard units supporting ADC missions. 
 
The 4780th Aerospace Defense Wing trained pilots through it numerous courses and the 
graduates were either combat-ready in the F102 aircraft and assigned to active units or they 
completed lead-in training for further instruction in other types of jet aircraft. By 1971, the 
Wing garnered many honors for outstanding mission accomplishments, topped by the 
presentation of three consecutive United States Air Force Outstanding Unit Awards and the 
Daedalian Maintenance and Supply Excellence Trophy. The closure of Perrin Air Force, Base, 
originally scheduled for June 30, 1971 was due to changes in Pilot training requirements and 
the phaseout of the F-102 aircraft from active Aerospace Defense Command's inventory. In 
addition, the opening of Dallas-Fort Worth International Airport and crowded airways 
contributed to Perrin's closure. In June 1971, Detachment 3, 4629th Support Squadron was 
activated to serve as caretaker unit and accomplished an official closure and disposal of 
equipment-transfer of real estate. Upon one of the first local release statements regarding the 



closing of Perrin Air Force Base, Colonel Vermont Garrison, Wing Commander of the 4780th 
Aerospace Defense 
 
3555th Flying Training Wing (Advanced Interceptor): Transferred from the Air Training 
Command to ADC on 1 July 1962 at Perrin AFB, TX, and discontinued the same date. 
 
The command renamed two of its interceptor wings--the 3550th and 3555th Combat Crew 
Training Wings (Interceptor)--on 15 August 1958. They became the 3550th and 3555th Flying 
Training Wings (Advanced Interceptor). 

 
In 1958 when SAC and TAC took responsibility for conduct of their combat crew training, ADC 
had refused the opportunity to train pilots as all-weather interceptor crews, so that mission had 
remained in ATC. Then, in March 1962, Air Defense Command decided it wanted to merge 
Perrin's interceptor assets with other air defense resources. The plan was to use Perrin to 
provide tactical alert training. Air Defense Command acquired Perrin AFB, Texas, on 1 July and 
with it the 3555th Flying Training Wing on the same date, ADC discontinued the 3555th and, 
using the wing's assets, formed the 4780th Air Defense Wing (Training). 1962 
 
 
 
At Randolph AFB on 16 March 1952, ATC established the Crew Training Air Force (CTAF). 
Assigned to CTAF were six bases: Luke and its 127th Pilot Training Wing, Moody and its 3550th  
Training Wing (Interceptor Aircrew), Nellis and its 3595th Training Wing (Combat Crew), 
Randolph and its 3510th Pilot Training Wing, Tyndall and its 3625th Training Wing, and Wichita 
and its 3520th Combat Crew Training Wing. Pinecastle became a CTAF base effective 16 August. 
Perrin came under CTAF control on 1 September, followed by Laughlin on 1 October. 

 
3555th PTW (Basic) 3555th FTW (Fighter) 27 Jun 52 
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